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Compensating for congested
transport routes
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World wide developments and trends are expected to
increase the demandfor high standards oftransportation
forpenshablegoods at reduced cost. Although this is a
challenging task, this should bepossible based on our
current knowledge offoodproducts, climate control
technology and market developments.

By Helen Armstrong

Quality loss ofperishable
products is largely dependent
on the climatic conditions
during transportation.
Temperature, relative humidi
fy and gas composition are
important parameters which
influence the products. In
addition, the products them
selves influence the climatic
conditions by breathing and
evaporation.

At thepresent time, devel
opments in climate control
technology arc mainly focused
on hardware, with theaim of
improving reliability and
reducing energy consumption,
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and on refrigerants. Far less
attention has been paid to the
product and what itrequires
in order to maintain its opti
mum quality. Yet energy can
be saved and quality can be
maintained by adjusting cli
mate control and by assuring
that the stacking and packag
ingof theproduct are ade
quate.

It is also necessary to consid
er the relationship between
transportation time and
investment in expensive cli
matic manipulation. Some
times it is more economically
beneficial to ensure that mere

are no delays and to optimise
speed of transportation.

"Our post-harvest research
confirms that each link in the
chain must function at its
optimal butin practise this is
rarely achieved, "said Henry
Boerrigter, programme coor
dinator packaging agro-prod
ucts atATO, Wageningen, the
Netherlands.

Yet, as air travel and roads
become ever more congested
it becomes more and more
difficult to cut down on
transportation time.

"Growers want to know that
when their flowers arrive in
another pan ofthe world they
are in the same condition as
when they left," says Rebecca
Mok of Cargolux, the largest
European all-freight air carrier.

Often the time spent in the
air is one ofthe shortest peri
ods in the transportation
chain. Therefore conditions
during pre-transportation,
from the grower to the air
port, and ground handling are
just as important. Therefore,

the relationship between an
exporter (which sometimes is
the grower) and aforwarder
(the agency which finds the
best logistical solution for
transportation) needs to be
good, she says.

Good communication is
very important and it is best
to have as few people involved
in the chain as possible.
"Ifflowers arrive at our air

carrier at 20°C we refuse to
transport them," said Ms.
Mok. "Not only can they
then affect other products
being transported it is all too
easy for growers to blame us
for not transporting them cor-
recdy."

Importance of packaging
The boxes in which the flow
ers are shipped also play a
major role in the maintenance
ofquality. Many growers and
shippers will try and cut costs
by cutting the cost ofthe
packaging but this is a false
economy, she says. If boxes
aren't ofagood quality and
they happen to be stacked at
the bottom ofthe pallet there
is agood chance that they will
be squashed and broken boxes
often invite stealing, she says.
But many growers aren't

aware ofhow a shipment is
built up."
Currently the numerous

types ofboxes used by grow
ers does not facilitate the
stacking ofa pallet orconser
vation of the flowers within.
Yet each grower is indepen
dent and chooses a box to suit
his own circumstances. With
such a mixture ofboxes on
one pallet avacuum chilling
system is an ideal method of
reducing the overall



temperature offlowers on the
pallet, says Bocrrigter.
However, it isa sophisticated,
expensive system andcan
cause a bottleneck because

usually only one pallet can be
treatedat a time. Only a
handful are in operation
around the world.

"This is a practical way of
getting the heat out ofthe
flower but it is necessary to
consider if the costs involved
make it worthwhile," he said.

In the future, pressure by
retailers could bring more
uniformity into packaging
ultimately resulting in a mod
ular system which could facil
itate other methods of
cooling. But the most opti
mum and practical method
should be considered.

"If the distribution area is
not too great, just a few hun
dred kilometres, time can be
kept short so providing that
the temperature is under con
trol other factors such as rela
tive humidity and
condensation are then less

important," said Boerrigter.

Product response
Controlled Atmosphere tech
nology has been around for
many years but there has been
limited knowledge on how
thisshould be applied to vari
ous products andcultivars.
Usually the productenviron
ment is set at a pre-deter-

mined level. However, it is
expected that in future cli
mate control will be direcdy
related to the direct needs of
the product. There arc several
ways of doing so.

At ATO, in Wageningen,
the Netherlands, which has
extensive, sophisticated labo
ratory testing facilities, there
have been two research pro
jects in this area.

The first is referred to as
DCS: Dynamic Control
System. The idea is to control
the climatic conditionswithin
the packaging based on the
response ofthe product. For
example the system measures
the amount of heat, water,
ethylene or alcohol produced
and then alters climatic con

ditions accordingly.
The second area is MPC:

Model-based Predictive
Control. The idea is to trans
late knowledge of how a
product reacts and how acli
mate control system operates
into mathematical models so
that it is possible to predict
the quality development of
the product under certain
controlled circumstances.

Based on the DCS research,
a product specific box has
been developed for the trans
portation of flowers or fruit
and vegetables, which is
dependent on the product
inside. The box is fairly air
tight such that the initial gas

concentrations are modified
by the respiration ofthe flow
ers. Oxygen decreases while
carbon dioxide, water vapour
andethylene levels increase. It
was discovered that the level
of these gases subsequently
stabilised at values which pre
serve the condition of the
flower. This isoptimum when
the temperature is about 4°C
but the principle still works at
higher temperatures. The
quality ofthe product will be
less but this is still better, than
if the productwas in a con
ventional box (see Figure I).
The conditions which build
up in the box preserve the
flowers.

"On opening the box the
flowers arc effectively "woken-
up". They then opened well
and there were no negative
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aspects," said Boerrigter.
"In fact the incidence of

botrytis was less than normal
which wasverysurprising
because the relative humidity
in this packaging was higher
because the water was unable
to escape."
This system is mostapplica

ble when the situation is sub-
optimal or if the
transportation period needs to
be extended, he said. It could
provide an option ofsending
flowers by boat which is a
much cheaper means of trans
portation.

However, more trials need to
be made on different flowers
because not only could grow
ing conditions aifect the
response, biological variation
between cultivars is also
expected to play a role.

This type of packaging
could also be applicable to
individual bunches of flowers
since the system can delay the
onset ofaging and therefore
can extend vase—life. It can

also be used on pot plants
where it has been shown to

decrease bud drop.

Modified Atmosphere Packaging

Conventional packaging

Temperature
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The boxes are now being
marketed by Kappa Packaging
of the Netherlands.

Model for in-flight climate
control

The Model-Based Predictive

Control (MPC) research has
been incorporated into a
model currently used by the air
carrier KLM-cargo. The model
was devised based on measure

ments of temperature and
humidity throughout the
transportation period. It can
now be used to predict the
temperature-time relationship
from acceptance to delivery
and how this will affect quality.

Initial research was focused

on the thermodynamic behav
iour of the cut flowers which

was then coupled to a model
based on the thermodynamic
properties of the packaging.

Transport is divided into sev
eral phases the most important
ofwhich are the platform
phase, duringwhich the flow
ers stand at the airport, often
for about one hourwaiting to
be loaded, and the flight phase.

The model was testedby
measuring the temperature
development within a pallet
during transportation from
the Flower Auction Aalsmeer,
the Netherlands to New York

on a day in May. It took
about 30 minutes to stack the

palletand another 30 minutes
to deliver the flowers to

Schipol airport. It took about
two hours 30 minutes before

the palletwas loaded and
flight time was approximately
eight hours.
Actual measurements closely

followed the prediction made
by the model:
Therewas a rise in tempera
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ture at the top and sides of
the pallet during the platform
phase when often a plastic
cover is thrown over the pallet
to protect it from the ele
ments, followed by a decrease
in temperature during flight
although the temperature at
the centre of the pallet
remained relatively constant.

At Aalsmeer the temperature
of the box was about 21°C

although the box had to be
opened to position the sensors
so the air temperature was
equal to surrounding air tem
perature. The temperature of
the chilled cut flowers was

expected to be lower although
the flowers had been trans

ported to the airport in a truck
withoutcooling facilities.

During the first two hours
the air temperature fell as it
wascooledby the cut flowers
although there was a notice
able difference between the

locations in the pallet: the
heat decrease wassubstantially
less at the top of the pallet
compared to the bottom due
to heat penetrating from the
top and sides.

During flight the tempera
ture at the top and sides of
the pallet decreased as the
temperature of the air in the
hold rangedfrom about 2 to
13°C, being particularly cool
close to the walls of the plane.
Thus at the top and sides of
the pallet there is a decrease in
temperature while in the mid
dle the temperature rises due

to respiration by the flowers.
Thus cooling at the sidesof
the pallet is not enough to
prevent a temperature rise in
the middle. Therefore it is

important to ensure that the
temperature in the middle of
the pallet is sufficiently low
before flight. If the tempera
ture of the centre of the pallet
is already low, the respiration
rate will also be lower. Then

the temperature risewill be
less so only a small cooling
effect is necessary to prevent
any temperature increase.

The advantage of the model
is that it can be coupled to
time tables and it can be used

to judge the merits of invest
ment in such items as cold

storage facilities. I

Controlled Atmosphere 2001
Forthe first time, the international
Controlled Atmosphere confer
ence, held every four years, will
be held in Europe. Until now,
since its inauguration in 1968, it",
has been held in the USA.

The program is being organised
byATO, Wageningen, the
Netherlands and the conference

will be held in Rotterdam, one of
Europe's Cultural Cities for 2001,
from 8 to 13 July.

ATO has long been involved in
postharvest research of perish-;
able products from thepoint of x
harvest to the consumer. &fe ..•

While much of the conference is

devoted to fruit and vegetables,
papers concerning flowers will
also be presented.

"This is an ideal chance for the
flower industry tosee the newest
controlled atmosphere technolo
gies available because these are

already much further advanced
in the fruit and vegetable indus
try," said conference chairman,
Koos Oosferhaven.

. Controlled atmosphere tech
niques can maintain a given
quality during transportation •
ensuring that consumers all over
the world receive the desired
product.

"Today, flowers are mostly
transported long distances by :
plane butthis isvery expensive
and costs a lot of energy. In the
future this may notbe environ
mentally acceptable. This confer
ence will give an insight into the
alternatives available," said
Oosterhaven.

Also, as the use ofcrop protec
tion agents around theworld
diminishes CA technology can be
used to replace these chemicals,
helping to prevent wastage: It is

estimated that post harvest losses
of fresh fruit and vegetables
amounts to 30% which is a

tremendous waste of time, labour
and money.

In addition to the main oral pre
sentations, over 200 posters have
been accepted and alongside the
conference will be a small trade
show.

For further details contact:

Conference Secretariat CA2001,
Eurocongres Conference
Management, Jan van
Goyenkade 11, 1075 HP
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Tel:
+31 20 679 3411. Fax:+31 20
673 7306. Email:

CA2001 ©eurocongres.com.
Internet: www.ato.wageningen-
ur.nl/CA2001.
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